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A MESSAGE FROM 
OUR AMBASSADOR 

Dear Friends

I write as Ambassador for Friends of the Elderly 
to thank our individual and corporate donors and 
each of our volunteers and students for their 
generous support and commitment to the task 
of alleviating loneliness and isolation among the 
elderly.

This year, Covid-19 has presented us with many new challenges – and it has 
been particularly diffi  cult for those in their senior years.  The supportive and 
reassuring nature of family and community life was almost lost with the onset of 
this life-changing pandemic. The elderly suff ered greatly because of the absence 
of face-to-face social contact and many experienced a sense of isolation, even 
within their own communities. 

However, hope springs eternal. Friends of the Elderly have signifi cantly 
altered their programmes to support the needs of older people head on. We 
have liaised with family, joined forces with corporates and stood fi rm with our 
many volunteers to face the issue of isolation and loneliness. 

We have been supported also by schools and colleges around the country, 
many young people who came solution-focused and brought energy and new 
thinking to tackling the issues facing our elderly. With so much support we have 
been able to wrap our services around those most in need. 

For forty years, Friends of the Elderly has brought one-to-one friendship 
and social togetherness to hundreds of elderly men and women who would 
otherwise be desperately alone.  Through the generosity of our loyal donors, the 
devotion of our volunteers and students and the dedication of our small staff  we 
continue to fl ourish, even though these are tough times. 

My heartfelt thanks to you all.

Yours sincerely,

Honorary Ambassador – 
Dr Ronnie Delany
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A MESSAGE FROM 
THE MANAGER 

Every year, Friends of the Elderly takes enormous 
steps to tackle the widespread and ever-increasing issue 
of loneliness and isolation within our elderly community. 
This year our clubs fl ourished, numbers increased, and 
we organised a diverse range of interesting projects, 
clubs, and events. However, no one could have predicted 
the events that unfolded towards the end of our Fiscal 
year in March 2020. Whilst elderly people are often 
vulnerable, the Covid-19 pandemic had an enormously detrimental eff ect, both 
physically and mentally, on every older person we connected with. Those who 
live alone – some 80,000 over the age of 75 in Ireland – were hugely aff ected. 
The pandemic caused an infl ux of calls from older people and concerned family 
members looking for information, practical assistance, or just someone to talk 
to. It was heart-breaking to hear the stories coming through the friendly call 
service. There were many issues that compounded the situation - fear, family 
abroad, reduced mobility, and underlying health issues. The ‘digital divide’ 
also played a huge part, preventing many people from gaining good quality 
information or from using services which are sometimes taken for granted, such 
as online shopping and contactless payments.  Many people simply had no one 
to turn to.

Friends of the Elderly has been providing services to the elderly and 
vulnerable for the past forty years and it is safe to say there has never been a 
greater need for our services than there is now. For some, the ‘new normal ‘can 
be easily adapted to, but the harsh reality for many older people is that they 
need the support of our staff  team and volunteers. We bring friendship, social 
engagement and confi dence back into their lives. We continue to celebrate 
positive and active ageing, advocate for respect for individual choice, and 
dignity and independence for all older people in society. We reach out to bring 
one-to-one friendship, practical assistance, and social engagement to hundreds 
of the most isolated and lonely elderly people in our society. Thanks to the 
continuing support of our generous donors and the dedication of our volunteers 
we continue to make heart-warming connections with hundreds of older people 
who would otherwise be alone in the world.   I extend my warmest thanks to our 
loyal corporate and individual donors, to our dedicated volunteers and to our 
devoted staff  and Board.  Together they make it all possible

Manager – 
Bernie Curran
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ABOUT US

Since 1980, Friends of the Elderly, a non-profit, non- denominational, 
volunteer-based organisation, has been committed to alleviating poverty, 
isolation and loneliness among older people. We aim to promote independence 
and well-being. We off er older members the opportunity to make new friendships 
with each other and with our compassionate volunteers. Our hope is that all 
older people can have equality of opportunity and improved quality of life as 
they age.

Older adults represent the fastest-growing segment of our population, but 
no one should grow old alone. Companionship is a key component in the 
healthy ageing process. There are many reports and studies which outline the 
detrimental eff ects loneliness and social isolation can have on an older person’s 
health and well-being.

National and international research shows loneliness and social isolation is now 
a major public health issue which is twice as devastating to health as obesity. 
Older people, particularly those over seventy-fi ve, are more at risk from social 
isolation than many other groups. 

Friends of the Elderly provides services free-of-charge to hundreds of older 
people all over Ireland each year, thereby making a significant social impact on 
the communities we serve.

We are service-user led and reach out to older people in their own communities, 
tailoring our services to meet their needs. Friends of the Elderly acts as an 
advocate for our older members and helps them to access appropriate local 
services. We also provide hundreds of food and hygiene hampers in conjunction 
with FEAD (The Fund for European Aid to the Most Deprived) and our many 
corporate partners.

Since the start of the Covid-19 outbreak, we have adapted our services to reach 
more people and provide vital services to those struggling with the detrimental 
eff ects as a result of the worldwide crisis

We are also part of a larger organisation with branches across Europe and the 
Americas and this year will celebrate 40 years in Ireland. 
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OUR WAY OF CARING 

Our community-based programmes aim to make it easier and more enjoyable 
for older members to remain in their homes and continue to enjoy life, often after 
they have experienced great change. These changes can include the loss of a 
spouse or partner, bereavement through loss of friends and siblings, emigration 
and relocation of their children, as well as health changes. Our approach is 
fl exible and the needs of the individual older person are at the core of what 
we do. We take a coordinated approach, working with statutory and voluntary 
agencies to achieve our goals of eliminating loneliness and social isolation. We 
also engage corporates, education centres and the wider community to work 
with us to achieve our vision. In 2020/21 we will extend our programmes to 
ensure older people do not go without essential food items through winter and 
at times when fuel costs escalate.

Friendly Call Service 

Open nationally to those over sixty, this service is 
growing year-on-year. In 2017 we made 13,520 calls, 
rising to 25,480 calls in 2018. This last year we made a 
staggering 35,016 calls to people at home or in nursing 
care. A huge demand for the service led us to off er it to 
every older person who made contact or was referred 
by another individual. Our ten volunteers called each 
member at least once a week, sometimes for a chat 
or sometimes to just listen. Our calls often throw up 
issues that our older members need help with and we 
then refer them to other services or assist with issues 
they may be struggling with. Older members may prefer 

this to opening their homes to a visiting volunteer. Some go on to access our 
visitation programme after trust has been built and as they come to understand 
our matching processes for volunteers in their own community.

Visitation Programme 

This is open to the over 60s in the greater Dublin 
region and is also established in Dunboyne. Each of 
our volunteers visits one of our older members in their 
home or nursing home at least once a week. Prior to 
this, there is a careful selection, vetting, training and 
matching process and an introduction phase in which 
the volunteer and the older person are supported by 
staff . They will then agree a time and day for visitation, 
which can be a social call, outings for coff ee, walks 
or shopping. If our older members avail of outings or 
events, our volunteers may be called upon to assist and 
this is a great alternative to the social visitation in the 
home. Last year our volunteers made over 5,000 visits to older people at home.
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Social Engagement Clubs 

The range of activities we off er to our members is varied and 
diverse. Each week we operate a social club where 80 members 
come together to sing, dance and share refreshments. There 
is a huge musical aspect to the Wednesday club with an MC 
and a resident band and our members are usually the stars 
of the show – with their singing and line dancing. We have 
coff ee mornings, afternoon teas, a movie club and some 
educational programmes such as I.T. upskilling, which aims to 
narrow the digital divide for older people. These clubs off er 
a warm and welcoming space to meet, learn and enjoy good 
company. Other ad hoc clubs are run such as gardening, 
body percussion, and quiz and games afternoons. We also 
have cabaret afternoons with some fantastic local talent 
performing in the hall.

Outings, Day Trips and Parties
Friends of the Elderly has an extensive out-
ings and parties programme which operates 
both onsite and off , at various festive times 
throughout the year and through the summer 
period. We operate four national trips to places 
of interest annually, for fi fty plus members 
each time. We also have at least four trips in 
Dublin for smaller groups on which we aim 
to bring the less mobile or more isolated, 
providing transport for those who are in need. 
In addition, we travel out to afternoon teas and 

Sunday lunches at various times and attend events together – art exhibitions, 
music, theatre and fi lm. 

Onsite we have three Christmas parties with four course dinners, lively 
entertainment and Christmas presents for all. We also celebrate the other festive 
periods with themed parties. Our corporate partners 
provide tickets to shows which we raffl  e. We always aim 
to enable social life with others who have similar interests. 
We also involve our older members in our volunteer 
recognition evening; this celebration is to recognize their 
work and commitment to our growing organisation. Every 
member of our social club has their birthday recognised 
with a present and card and some celebrations at the 
Wednesday Club for the big ones! 

Advocacy and Signposting
Our staff  team and volunteers work continuously with all 
our members but also with our referral agents, many of 
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whom are GPs and social care professionals. We work with these partners and 
also family members (who may be living some distance away) to ensure that our 
older members get support and guidance and can access good quality services. 
We ensure our older members know their entitlements, get the assistance 
they need and signpost services they can call on when they have issues. Our 
volunteers will inform staff  when an older member is experiencing diffi  culty 
and may need assistance and this is then taken up by staff  or referred to other 
services which may be able to help.

Our Older Friends
Ageing can be a positive process but for many it can also 
be a turbulent time in one’s life, with major changes to 
both body and mind, which can throw up many diffi  culties 
for our members. We are here to support people in this 
phase of their life and ensure they continue to live life to 
the fullest.

May is 66 and divorced. She had to adapt quickly after 
coming out of a long-term relationship and felt quite lost 
because it was the fi rst time, as she described it, ‘she 
was operating alone’. She lost contact with some of her 
friends and connections as she had to move areas, she was 
very lonely and did not think a fresh start was possible at 
such an age. She did not know what to do to make new 
connections and had not got confi dence in herself and this 
was really getting her down. One day she was out shopping 
and through a charity promotion at Lush she picked up a 

Friends of the Elderly pamphlet detailing the services for people at Bolton 
Street.  

“I called the number on the sheet and a lady spoke to me for about 15 minutes, 
I told her my situation and sure I was so amazed to hear that there were lots of 
people in the same boat as myself, but the difference was they had actually done 
something about their situation and were now enjoying a new lease of life. She 
explained that they had a buddy system for new members to the social club and 
if I came on Wednesday she would meet me at the door. I had a great time that 
day and met lots of musicians and dancers and lovely members and volunteers. I 
settled in well and two years later I have a huge circle around me of people that 
I can now call close friends and neighbours. I’ve also got a grand social life now!” 
May, Social Club Member

Thomas is retired and widowed with one son and after 6 years of living alone 
he was feeling quite lonely. It was autumn 2019 and Thomas tells us what 
he was going through around the time he contacted Friends of the Elderly 
“I thought about my days a lot and how I might fill them especially as it was 
coming into winter time and I would see less and less of my son as he lived in the 
country. I began to reflect on how miserable I was doing and that maybe I should 
do something, get a hobby, get out, but I just did not know where to go. I went 
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to the local some days and of course there 
were nice people there, but I wanted to do 
more as it seemed like Groundhog Day some 
days. A neighbour told me about the friendly 
call service and that it was a great way to keep 
in touch and find out about trips and events at 
Friends of the Elderly. He told me that the 
volunteers would give me a call and I could 
sign up anytime. My son helped with the form 
as I was never good with paperwork and now 
each week, I get a call from a volunteer. I have 
great conversations and they put my name down for trips and cabarets and all 
sorts of stuff. Some weeks I go to the movie club and other times there might be 
a party. Some weeks I’ll just stay at home, but I always know that call will come 
and I feel I have a bit of a life now. I like to chat about current affairs and have 
built up a good relationship with some of the callers. It’s a great organisation 
and I would recommend them, especially if you’re feeling a bit fed up.” Thomas, 
Visitation Programme Member

Paddy is currently living with his family due to ill health and is no longer able 
to cope living independently at home, so they built an extension and he is 
quite happy with the new space. However, all his social events revolved around 
his daughter and son-in-law and he wanted to regain some independence and 
not feel like a burden. His GP asked him if he wanted to avail of visitation services 
with Friends of the Elderly and he said he’d give it a go. He describes what 
happened next. 

“The nurse at the clinic filled the form in with me and before long a girl came 
to the house and asked me some questions around what kind of a person I 
might be matched with for visits and walks. I spoke to her about my interests 

and after a few weeks she found a young 
gentleman right here in the village who had 
offered to come visit me and spend some time 
with me when everyone was out at work. I felt 
a bit awkward at first as it was arranged but 
then the friendship just grew. I can chat at ease 
and often it’s simply great to have someone 
else outside of my family to talk to. We often 
go for coffee and I tag along to some of his 
interesting places like the GAA club which 
is different and a great way to spend your 
time, so much energy about the place - I look 
forward to that. And if the family wants to flit 
off, they know Greg is calling and I won’t be 
alone, I’ll have a few bits to do to keep me busy 
when they are gone, as they need their own 
space too. Altogether a great arrangement 
now” Paddy, Social Club Member
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OUR VOLUNTEERS 

Friends of the Elderly is a volunteer-based organisation. Volunteers are 
invaluable to our organisation and are the very foundation from which we 
operate. We are proud of the time, commitment, and dedication they give to 
delivering quality services to our older members. Their companionship and 
friendships change lives. Many of our older friends are also volunteers, giving 
many hours to assist in the clubs, work at our charity shop and to make calls 
and visits to our other members. They bring a richness to the experience for all 
involved and share their life stories of volunteering with the younger students 
and new volunteers on their arrival.

“Working as a volunteer making calls to our elders with Friends of the Elderly 
has been a wonderful experience. I have learnt how valuable and yet how 
vulnerable our elders can be in our society. By listening to their experiences I have 
learnt how resilient, how funny and how much they’ve contributed to our lives.

But I have also learnt how undervalued they can be regarding the availability 
of services that they are entitled to and need. This can lead our elders to feel 
vulnerable which no one should experience.

It is an honour to engage with these wonderful people and they have given me 
a sense of history, offered me respect and taught me about the joy of living.” 

Mary,  Friendly Call Volunteer

“I started volunteering with Friends of the Elderly a few months ago when I 
started my first year of college, as I had been to the social club in my Transition 
Year and enjoyed it so much. One of my first roles was to help at the Christmas 
parties and I was surprised to make connections, not only with the older members 
but with so many other young students, professionals and experienced staff. I 
had a great time and learned so much about older people and their needs. I also 
felt good about giving my time and energised by the whole day.” 

Aoife, Part-time Volunteer

“Hi, I’m Clare and I’m a visitation volunteer and 
have become a firm friend of my older person, 
Rosie, over the past few years. But lately we 
have experienced strange times indeed with 
the onset of Covid-19. Here is an insight into 
how we rolled:

I had been monitoring the Covid virus since 
January as I am a nurse by profession. So, both 
Rosie and I were as prepared as possible for 
the strange event. My visits had to stop for 
a while, of course, as Rosie had underlying 
health issues, but we stayed in touch by phone over the worst of it. Early on, 
we popped to the shops and stocked up on a supply of mindfulness colouring 
books which helped pass some time at the start. Later we managed to get lots of 
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garden stuff – bulbs and pots and plants – so Rosie could get out in the garden 
and keep active whilst everyone cocooned. She is now proficient in planting and 
repotting plants which are all new skills for her. 

Yesterday we headed to Donabate beach for a bit of fresh air and a 99-ice 
cream!!! It was our 1st trip outside her locality, which was fantastic, as everyone 
felt so cooped up over the past few months. As she lives alone the days seemed 
so much longer for her. She is looking forward to being back on Wednesday 
afternoons in the social club but for now I’ll be her company and keep her 
occupied and safe. I would really recommend some volunteering. It’s just so nice 
to be there for those who do not have a lot of company at the best (worst) of 
times.”

Clare, Visitation Volunteer

DUNBOYNE BRANCH 

Visitation in the Community
In Dunboyne, our visitation programme continues to be successful with 
numerous friendships being built in the locality. We currently have eight visiting 
volunteers, all of whom regularly visit members at home and contact elderly 
members by phone. 

Our elderly friends are benefi ting greatly from these visits, as are our visitation 
volunteers.

Nursing home visits are ongoing and include two local nursing homes. We 
continue to visit elderly people there  on a weekly basis. We are also taking 
some of our elderly members to Mass in Dunboyne on Sunday. We are growing 
the number of members availing of our services which is very encouraging

Coffee Club
The Coff ee Club is hugely successful and continues to grow in numbers. The Oak 
Centre in Dunboyne facilitates these clubs every 6 weeks. Numbers have grown 
to over 100, with 80 elderly people attending each time. The transport provided 
by ATN buses is invaluable.  Our music continues to be provided by Robbie Fallon. 
Local businesses, Super Value and Avoca, provide a lot of the confectionery for 
the morning.  We have a cohort of extra volunteers that help during the coff ee 
clubs.  Transition Year students from St. Peter’s College continue to provide 
great hands-on help and support to the members attending. The students have 
built up great rapport with the elderly. Overall our presence in the Community 
has grown signifi cantly over the past year and we hope to build on this success 
over the coming year.
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INTERNATIONAL VOLUNTEERING PROGRAMME

In 2018 and 2019, Friends of the Elderly 
participated for the fi rst time in Service 
Civique, which enabled us to take 
two French Students each year for 
a one-year placement. This valuable 
programme, now in its third year, is 
funded by the French Government. 
It off ers young people under 30 the 
opportunity to volunteer for up to 
one year internationally on approved 
projects, and to work alongside our Irish 

and other European volunteers. This programme promotes informal learning and 
personal development and, working in Friends of the Elderly, volunteers gain 
valuable practical experience. After much planning, the second year enabled 
two French lads, Jason and Christopher, to enjoy their time living in Dublin and 
perfecting their English language skills. The two full-time French volunteers 
have enhanced our services and brought another culture and a new dynamic to 
our work in 2019/2020. 

Pictured above is Christopher who came to live in Dublin for one year to volunteer 
with us. In that time, he became a befriender, visiting some members at home 
and supporting those who came to the social club and our other events. He also 
took on friendly calls, shop volunteering and administration duties. Although 
his year was very much disrupted by Covid-19, he enjoyed the experience and 
learned so much from the challenges he faced. 

Below is a statement from him around his mission:

“The team was always there for us when we needed assistance and have made 
my experience so amazing!  I have learned so much about myself and other 
people, and we have shared so many good moments that I will never forget my 
time in Ireland. I would like to thank Friends of the Elderly for the amazing 
experience that would have been completely different without all of the team 
at Bolton Street. Thanks a million for making my volunteering year a year to 
remember.” Christopher, Service Civique Volunteer 2019

Jason (pictured opposite) was the second 
volunteer who supported our programmes 
and worked with hundreds of our members. 
He speaks fondly about his time at 
Friends of the Elderly and how much he 
learned in his year-long placement. 
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COLLEGE INTERN PROGRAMME   

Friends of the Elderly off ers students from Ireland and 
around the world opportunities to undertake placements 
to gain valuable experience in the social and community 
sector. They can work directly in our older persons’ 
programmes or in administration, or in our Fundraising and 
Communications department.  Friends of the Elderly 
continues to nurture contacts with third level colleges in 
Ireland and this year worked with DIT, UCD, Trinity and 
Carlow ITC. We work with many overseas students who 
come to Ireland to improve their English and gain a new 
perspective on how organisations such as ours work. 

“This year I was an intern at Friends of the Elderly for six months and got an 
insight into how a charity works. Initially, I worked in the office, made friendly 

calls, helped out at the weekly social club and 
in the charity shop. After five weeks however, 
my tasks changed a lot due to the Covid-19 
pandemic. It was sad to see the social club 
close and home visitation stop, but we found 
other ways to be there for our members. We 
increased our friendly calls and I had some great 
conversations with the loveliest elderly people 
from all over the country. I was glad that I could 
support the team at Friends of the Elderly 
during this challenging time, in which their work 
was even more important than ever before. I 

know that especially the meal/hamper delivery and friendly phone calls made a 
difference in people’s lives and will continue to do so. The most wonderful and 
rewarding thing is to see that you have truly made someone’s day.”

Maria Tomm, Intern Germany 

SECONDARY SCHOOLS PROGRAMME   

Friends of the Elderly runs a schools programme to increase young peoples’ 
knowledge of ageing and the challenges older people face, and how these 
challenges may lead to social isolation. Through our schools programme we 
hope to dispel myths about ageing and older people. We aim to do this through 
student participation in activities with older people, both in our Social Club 
and with older adults living near their school. In this way students discover the 
great benefits of intergenerational friendship for younger and older people 
alike. Students are given  the opportunity to share their skills with our older 
members while learning about life in years gone by. Social clubs, especially inter-
generational clubs like ours, have been found to be one of the most eff ective 
ways of combating loneliness among older people. 
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Friends of the Elderly is always glad to speak at schools and colleges about 
the issues relating to social isolation. This year we had lots of students who 
acted as teachers, showing some of our members smart technologies and better 
ways to stay in touch using technology. This learning turned out to be invaluable 
when the pandemic struck and advice was to stay home. Our members were so 
glad they had upskilled and were better able to stay connected through that 
very worrying time. So huge thanks to Mount Carmel Secondary school for their 
support and tuition this year.

We work with Gaisce Students, Transition Year students and summer volunteers, 
and also with other educational facilities who promote less traditional ways of 
learning, such as Youth Reach. We work with many diverse groups and like to 
be inclusive in our approach so as to enrich the experience for both young and 
old. We facilitate learning and work experience for people with disabilities. 
Placements can be for as little as one week or in some cases 24 weeks for the 
President’s Award. They stay for as long as is needed to gain the confi dence and 
experience they hope for or maybe just because they enjoy it so much. Either 
way they all receive the Young Friends Certifi cate of Recognition on completion 
of the placements. 

“I completed my Transition Year placement with Friends of the Elderly in 
2018. At first, I was a bit skeptical of working with elderly people but quickly I 
overcame this feeling as I got to actually chat with some of the service users. The 
staff I worked with during my placement were also very kind and funny. It was 
truly heartening seeing people so willing to help members of society who are 
often marginalized. After my transition year placement, I decided to volunteer 
again with Friends of the Elderly for 2 weeks of summer 2019 and once again 
for 3 weeks of summer 2020. Each time I’ve come back to Friends of the Elderly 
has been an enjoyable and gratifying experience. Friends of the Elderly is 
truly a noble cause which deserves every bit of support it receives and I would 
recommend to anyone of any age to volunteer with them.” 

Luke, TY Student Belvedere College/Part-time Volunteer
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CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 
PROJECTS  

This year we worked with a wide variety of 
corporate partners who off ered help in many ways.  
We had a mixture of new and returning corporates 
and have established lasting relationships.

Optum donated volunteering hours and painted 
our entrance hall.

Global Payments provided staff  to sort our 
clothing storeroom and they sponsored one of 
our Christmas Parties. 

Oracle provided staff  to assist our charity shop 
operations.

Air France came on board and sponsored Bastille 
Day and provided technical equipment for our 
movie club.

Marks and Spencers provided prizes and catering for a cheese and wine party. 

Ancestry Ireland partnered with us and held a clothing collection among their 
staff ; they also provided volunteers and sponsored a Christmas party with gifts 
for everyone. This relationship has extended into a second-year partnership. 

Our summer trips were also sponsored. DK Partners sponsored our trip to 
Kilkenny, Ulster Bank our trip to Carlingford and My Homecare our trip to 
Wicklow. 

Lush in Henry Street, supported our work through their Charity Pot initiative – 
we received all profi ts raised through the sale of this product.   This partnership 
has rolled over into 2020.

Our mobility dinner was a great success and this 
year it was held in the Hilton Hotel Kilmainham, 
who kindly sponsored this event.  It was a fantastic 
opportunity for our members who are otherwise 
housebound to come together and enjoy good 
food, company, and friendship. 

Unilever donated pallets of food and household 
goods which we distributed to our older members 
throughout the year in the form of food hampers 
and hygiene packs.  

Our Christmas parties once again brought together 
our members, volunteers and corporate partners: 
Ancestry Ireland, BNP Real Estate, Investec, Com 
Reg & Global Payments were our sponsors. 
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Heading into 2020, we have strong corporate partnerships with existing 
corporates and indeed new sponsors  such as Facebook and The Bonnington 
Hotel.

Our Beautiful Bolton Street Charity Shop, Ritzy Rags, 
has been in operation for over thirty years now and 
continued to perform well throughout 2019 and early 
2020, with many new customers and volunteers. 
However, Covid-19 restrictions meant we had to 
close for 3 months whilst we adapted to new safe 
shopping guidelines. This put a huge fi nancial strain 
on us as we depend on this source of funding to run 
our programmes each year. After making changes and 
taking time to decorate and revamp the shop, we were 
glad to reopen and get back to running our shop as 
normal and in line with best practice. 

We continue to sell many labels from France, which 
gives the shop a unique quality. The French labels are 
fabulous, and prices are still what you would expect in 

the charity shop sector.  We cater for all styles and price ranges and for young 
and old. We have both modern and vintage selections and it’s simply a lovely 
place to shop or browse. 

Many of our recently retired members 
continue to volunteer alongside stu-
dents, interns, and young volunteers. It 
plays a big part in our intergeneration-
al programme and it is our open door 
to the whole community.

Some of our corporates also assist, by 
making a call out for donations to their 
staff . Because of this and the French 
pieces, you can fi nd many new items 
of clothing and some designer labels! 

We are grateful 
for your support with our shop. We welcome shoppers 
and those who volunteer and donate. This helps us to 
fund some of our projects and adds to the social inclusion 
programmes for our older members.

Drop by and say hello to 

our good friends and 

you might fi nd something special!     
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2019/2020 ACTIVITIES
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5,110 – People attended celebrations and events with FOTE

21,822 – Total number of volunteer hours and student hours

6,072 – Hampers and care packages delivered

35,016 – Total Number of Friendly and community care calls made

5,000 – The approximate number of visits to older people 

Afternoon Cabaret Programme launched at our Social Club

Key Activities 2019/2020

2019
April
• 2019 Volunteer recruitment programme began
• 2019 Student TY applications opened
• Tech Club Members Graduate
• Lord Mayor Visit
• Easter Celebration
• Befrienders meeting
• Birthday programme

May 
• TU Dublin Awards and student research project launched
• Youth Reach Collaboration
• Safety talks programme with Gardaí
• Volunteer training 
• Afternoon cabarets launched
• Corporate day Global payments
• RTE 1 Roving reporter onsite
• Volunteer Conference International Federation France
• Seminar Volunteerism and social engagement Brussels
• OAP B&B fi lming onsite
• Brunch Cabaret 

June 
• EUSA Students arrive
• Start for German Intern 6-month placement
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• Marks and Spencer’s afternoon Tea dance
• Service Civique recruitment opens
• Penn State University Collaboration
• Summer programme starts – Trip 1 Kilkenny sponsored by DK Partners
• Intern Programme commences – colourful weeks’ project
• Student Globe interns arrive
• Corporate collaboration Oracle
• Pride celebrations at our social club

July 
• Trip 2 to Carlingford – Summer Programme sponsored by Ulster Bank
• Bastille Day Celebrations with Air France
• Safety Talks programme

August 
• Zag Sports College collaboration
• Trip 3 to Wicklow – summer programme sponsored by My Home Care
• Ireland AM appearance
• Mansion House Tea

September
• Gaisce Students recruitment and induction
• Fizz Friday Cabaret
• European working group Hamburg
• Overseas internship programme commences
• Mobility dinners sponsored by Hilton Dublin
• Drop in Coff ee Dock commences
• Tech Club commences 
• Marketing and social media campaign with TU Dublin
• General Assembly meeting
• Movie Club  

October
• Halloween Cabaret party
• International Day of the Older Person celebrations
• European Working Group
• Volunteer Recognition Evening
• Global payments collaboration
• ECCU credit union competition launch
• AGM – retirement of Jim O’Brien

November
• Winter Warmer Cabaret
• Christmas Cards Campaign
• Afternoon tea
• International Charity Bazaar
• Christmas Appeal launch



December
• Christmas Party x 3 Investec, Ancestry Ireland, BMP Real Estate.
• Irishtown Community School Christmas Fair

2020
January
• Recruitment Community Employment Scheme placements
• Intergenerational programme starts for 2020 4 French Interns

February
• TY Programme starts
• EUSA Internship programme commences
• Fundraising Conference Paris
• Valentine Dinner Dance Party
• Volunteer recognition day 

March 
• Volunteer Recruitment 
• Curtailment of services due to Covid-19
• Introduction of a 24-hour phone line service
• Expansion of Friendly Call Services
• Expansion of food hampers
• Meals on Wheels launched in conjunction with The Bonnington Hotel
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OUR FUTURE PLANS  

• Celebrate our 40th Anniversary working as an elderly charity in Ireland. 

• Expand our food and hygiene hamper programme, with assistance 
from the Fund for European Aid and our many corporate partners.

• Review how we provide new and amended services in a period where 
Covid-19 restrictions have interrupted the provision of certain services.

• Highlight the United Nations International Day of the Older Person 
through an event on 1st of October each year.

• Provide transport to those who fi nd it diffi  cult to access our programmes.

• Develop the role of volunteers within the organisation.

• Raise awareness of the public health issues associated with ageing.

• Improve service delivery and monitor quality standards.

• Continue to operate according to our Values, Vision and Mission.

• Increase our fundraising initiatives to improve and expand our services.



BEING ACCOUNTABLE 

Guiding Principles:
We take great care to ensure that all donations and legacies received are used 
effi  ciently and eff ectively. All funds available over and above one year’s current 
operating costs are used to improve and expand our services. We are legally 
obliged and honour-bound to ensure that each and every donation and legacy 
received is duly recorded and promptly acknowledged.  We also ensure that all 
funds received are used to the best possible eff ect to alleviate loneliness and 
isolation among the elderly who live alone.

Oversight and Reporting:
The Board has established detailed internal book-keeping and accounting rules 
governing the treatment of all receipts and expenditure, as well as detailed 
banking procedures.   Our Manager records all fi nancial transactions and 
presents them to our external accountant who prepares detailed bi-monthly 
accounts for our Finance and Administration Board Sub-Committee. This sub-
committee comprises the Chairman, the Hon Secretary and the Hon. Treasurer 
(assisted by the Manager) and its report to each bi-monthly Board meeting 
accounts for each deviation from the Budget adopted by the Board prior to the 
start of the fi nancial year.

Annual Audit:
The company accounts of Friends of the Elderly are audited annually by 
our auditors, Smith & Williamson, Chartered Accountants.  The preliminary 
presentation of the draft audited Financial Statements to the Board takes place 
in early autumn. As soon as minor questions (if any) arising have been answered 
to the Auditors satisfaction the Auditor’s Report and Audited Financial 
Statements are presented to, and adopted by, the Board at its October meeting 
and presented to the Shareholders AGM. Audited Financial Statements are fi led 
with the Companies Registration Offi  ce and the Charities Regulator. They are 
also uploaded to our website - www.friendsoftheelderly.ie - and are available 
for inspection there.

Reserves:
As a general rule, we endeavour to keep one year’s expenditure in reserve, as 
we conside this vital to ensuring our continued operations.  When reserves fall 
below this level every eff ort is made to restore this level as soon as possible. We 
monitor both revenue and expenditure levels on an ongoing basis to ensure we 
retain suffi  cient reserves to allow us to continue providing our services.
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PHOTO ALBUM 2020

DAYS OUT AT THE 
MANSION HOUSE

Sisters and friends – 
ALL are welcome!
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SUMMER 
AWAY DAYS

INDEPENDENCE
DAY
CELEBRATIONS

HALLOWEEN
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THANK YOU FROM OUR BOARD    

Your support is vital –
Friends of the Elderly’s achievements are only made possible through the 
support of our Volunteers and Donors. As the demands on our services grow so 
does our need for your continuing support.

On behalf of our older friends, we would like to thank all our Volunteers who 
have supported Friends of the Elderly throughout the year.  It is our volunteers 
who enable us to reach out to so many older people each year. A special thanks 
to the International Federation of Friends of the Elderly and to the Little 
Brothers of the Poor in France (Paris) who have supported us by providing a 
platform for shared learning and information exchange and encouraged us to 
keep going when times are challenging. 

To our Donors, we say a heartfelt thank you. Your support enables us to provide 
a growing range of services to many older people who fi nd themselves alone 
and isolated.

Our Honorary Ambassador:
Dr Ronnie Delany

Our Board: 

Tom Horan Chairperson
Sean Darcy Hon. Secretary
Deirdre Devaney
Liz Roche
Omega Goodwin
Geraldine Mc Carthy
Ray Brennan
Richard Nolan
Paula Butterly

Special thanks to Jim O’Brien – who recently retired after many years as 
Chairman of the Board and Chris Carroll and Catherine Egan, recently retired 
Board members.
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Thank you for being a GOOD Friend of the Elderly

HOW TO GET IN TOUCH
25 Bolton Street, Dublin 1

Phone: 01-8731855
email: info@friendsoftheelderly.ie

website: www.friendsoftheelderly.ie


